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1. Introduction 
In this note we study the category DASH,, of differential graded algebras over a 
field with homotopy classes of shm (strongly homotopy multiplicative) maps as 
morphisms. Algebraic shm maps were first introduced by Clark [ 11. Stasheff and 
Halperin [9] indicated how one should be able to use them to obtain collapse results 
for the Eilenberg Moore spectral sequence for homogeneous paces. Gugenheim 
and the present author 131, [6] made a relatively thorough study of the properties of 
shm maps. The results enabled the present author to carry out, in If;], the program 
that Stasheff and Halperin had anticipated. 
Let DA be the category of differential graded algebras with multiplicative 
differential maps and let i : DA -*DASHh bt;, the obvious functor. In this paper we 
prove that i is universal among all functors k : DA-+ Ce which satisfy 
(i) If f E DA(A, B) is a homology isomorphism then k(f) is an isomorphism. 
(ii) If f = g E DA(A, B) then k(f) = k(g). 
As usual such a universal characterization makes life a lot easier in many cases. 
As an example it follows immediately that a’;ry A, B E DA give functors A @ - . 
- @I3 such that the diagrams 
. 
i 
A@_ 7-“4”;& _@BD;-Dy:BB 
DA y DASH,, DA Y DASH,, 
1 1 
commute. 
And it is a mere formality to check that the two functors commute so that - @ - - 
is bifunctorial and commutative and associative up to natural equivalence. 
In (91 it is claimed that over a field DASH is obtained from DA by “localizing with 
respect o homology isomorphisms”. Since the unit R 3 :i (y)@ R [x] for a Koszul 
complex is not an isomorphism when viewed in DASH this statement is not correct. 
I have tried (not very hard, but so far in vain) to ascertain whether the claim is true 
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when DASH is replaced by DASH,,, i.e. whether the above condition (ii) can be left 
out. 
In outline the present paper runs as follows. Section 2 fixes notation. Section 3 
gives the characterization of DASH,,. The main step is to prove that any homology 
isomorphism f E DA has an inverse in DASHh. We first show that f factors, in DA, 
as pi where p is epic, j is manic and both p and j are homology isomorphisms. Next 
it is shown that any epic homology isomorphism p E DA is a homotopy equivalence 
in DASH and that any manic homology isomorphism in DASH (hence especially in 
DA) is a strong deformation retract in DASH. These results are related to the 
splitting theorems of [4]. 
The latter result is of considerable interest in itself. In fact we shall show in [7), 
[8] how it can be applied both to construct “small complexes” for unstable 2 stage 
Postnikov spaces and to study the multiplicative behaviour of the Eilenberg Moore 
spectral sequence for homogeneous paces. 
2. Notation 
We follow the notation of [6] with the following modifications. The ground ring R 
is always a field. AIso one of the conditions (I) and (II) is assumed throughout, 
compare [3], 
(I) Algebras and coalgebras are non-negatively graded, coalgebras are con- 
nected. 
(II) Algebras and coalgebras are non-positively graded, algebras are connected, 
coalgebras are cocomplete. 
Since all differentials are assumed of degree minus one, the above especially 
means that in order for singular chains (or cochains) of a space X to be accepted as 
a coalgebra (or an algebra) orle must assume X connected with base point and 
consider only singular simpliccs with all vertices at the base point. 
For the convenience of the reader we briefly recall some of the main notation. 
DM, DA, DC denote the categories of differential graded vector spaces, 
differential graded, augmented algebras and differential graded, augmented 
coalgebras respectively. The morphisms preserve all the structure. We write DC+, 
DA+ to indicate that condition (I) is in force, DC. and DA- if (II) is in force. 
The reduced and normalized bar and cobar construction are functors 
B:DA+DC, WDC+DA. 
They are adjoint with the required isomorphism given as the composition 
DA(f-b?C, l3)L T(C. B)+b(C, SS). 
Here T is the set of “twisting cochains”, and t” E T(BB, B) and tc+ E T(C, &MI’) 
are the “universal cochains” associated with B E DA and C e DC. 
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The inverse mappings of t T- and t z are d znoted CO and p respectively. When one 
defines DASH > DA by 
DASH(A. B) = T(BA. R) 
then p becomes a functor DASH --) DC extending B. Similarly o : DASH 3 DA 
extends L! : DC+ DA. 
There are homotopy notions in DA, DC, DASH and DCSH respected hy 6 and w, 
see 1 .I 1 of 161. The resulting homotopy category is called DASHh and the composite 
functor 
DA C DASH-+ DASHI, we call i. 
For details of the above as well as definitions of all unexplained notions the 
reader can consult [6] (or 131). 
3. The characterization of DASHh 
Theorem 3.1. Tkte functor i : DA-+ DASH,, is rlniversal among ail functors 
k : DA ---, % (% any category) with the properties 
(i) If f E DA(A. B) induces an isomorphism on homology then k(f) is an 
isomorphism. 
(ii) If f = g E DA(A, I?) then k(f) = k(g). 
Proof. Using the notion of homotopy of 1.11 of [6] it is clear that i satisfies (ii). 
Postponing the proof that i satisfies (i) we argue as follows: 
Assume that k : DA + % satisfies (i) and (ii), and let f E DASH(A. B). 
Then f = o(f) l taA where 
and 
o(f) E DA(OBA, B) c DASH(RBA, B) 
tB,a E DASH(A, OSA). 
By 2.2 of [6] the adjoint of lBA, namely 
a,+ E DA(OBA, A) C DASH&WA, ,‘i) 
has 
aA l tiR.i\ = A E DASH(A, A ). 
Now, if x is some functor that makes 
DA 2 DASH,, 
commute, then it follows that 
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x(cls(f)) = k(w(j))k(cu,)-“. 
If f = g E DASH(A, B) then o(f) = o(g) in DA so by (ii) the above gives a well 
defined map 
x : DASHt,(A, B)-+ %‘(k(A), k(B)). 
To see that this x is actually a functor one uses the descriptian of the composition 
in DASH given in 3 3 of [6]. This says that there is a commutative diagram in DA 
where th: square is a pull back and where 
g l f = w(g)w(f)‘l l fun. 
The functoriality of k now ensures that of x. 
The rest of this paragraph is devoted to the proof that i : DA+ DASHh satisfies 
(0. 
Lemma 3.2. Let f E DA(A, B ) be cc homology isomorphism. There exists 
a factorization of f 
A&x9-~ 
with j and q homology isomorphisms in DA, j manic, and q epic in DM. 
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Proof. One defines X as follows. Let B’ be given by B: = Bi if if 0, I?; = 0. As a 
graded vector space 
X=A@s %‘$B’. 
The differential is given by (a = suspension isomorphism) 
a(a, V- ‘b, c) = (da, u-k, 0). 
The product is given by the formula 
(a, a-‘b, c)(a), tf’b’, cl) = (aa’, a-‘(f(a)b’+ bf(a’)+ bd(b’)+ bc’), 
df(a)b’+- f(a)&- 6df(a’)- 6d(c’)+ cf(a’)+ cd(b’)+ cc’) 
where E = ( - I)deg(b)b. 
Finally j and q are given by the formulas 
j(a) = (a, 0,O) 
q(a,o-‘b,c)= f(a)+d(b)+c. - 
With these definitions given the rest of the proof is straightforward computation. 
Lemma 3.3. If the sequence 
O+A&&A”-+O 
is exact in DM then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) j is split manic in DM, 
(ii) p is split epic in DM, 
(iii) H(j) is mok, 
(iv) H(p) is epic. 
Proof. If one proves that (iii) + (i) the rest is trivial. Let b(A’) be the set of 
bt,undaries in A’. It is well known, e.g. from VI.1 1 of [5] that 
A’ = b(A’)$ H(A’)$ s(b(A’)) 
(as a graded vector space), with differential gi:ten by the matrix 
0 0 CT“ 
( ) 000 . 0 0 0 
Splitting A the same way one easily sees that j takes the matrix form 
Now choose splittings of b(j) and H(j), say p and x. Then, jetting 
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5 = -Pxx, Tt = -WY +&wP), 5= -xwQ 
one sees that 
is a splitting of j. 
The following proposition and its corollary are related to the 
for coalgebras in IV.3 of (4). We leave it to the reader to 
comparison. 
splitting theorem 
make a detailed 
Proposition 3.4. Let g E DC( C, D ) be Q homology isomorphism and a monomor- 
phism. Assume that D is simply connected if C. D E DC. Then g is a strong 
deformation retraction when viewed in DCSH. i.e. there exists P E DCSH(D, C) with 
P-g=Candg-P= D by a homotopy H in DCSH satisfying H l g = q P. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have a split short exact sequence in DM 
0-c&D&K-0. 
P 1 
Also H(K) = 0 so, using e.g. a decomposition of K as in the proof of 3.3, there is a 
contraction h : K + K with h’ = 0. Now a reference to 4.1* of (31 settles the matter 
since 
D 5 C. jhq : D + D 
R 
is obviously a “set of E&data”. 
Corollary 3.5. Let f E DASH(A, B). Assume that f# E DM(A, B) is manic and a 
homolbgy isomorphism. Then f is a deformation retract in DASH, i.e. there exists 
yEDASH withp*f=A Jndf-p==B. 
Proof. f induces P(f) = g E DC(BA, SB). The restriction of g to the primitives is 
I&) which is manic. Thus so is g. The canonical filtrations on BA, Bf3 are 
hicomplete and the map of the corresponding spectral sequences induced by g is 
given by Tort+& 1, 1) on the E, level. Hence, by [2]. H(g) is an isomorphism. Now 
the proposition gives us P E DCSH(RR, BA ) with P l g = BA and g . P = BB. 
Translated into statements about twisting cochains this means that 
(i) Pp (f) = ten and n(P(f))P -1 tBRR- 
We now define p f DASH@, A) to be the composition 
BB---42BA--+A. P “A 
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We then have ppcf) = an&I(f) = cyA ~HA = t”, i.e. p * f = A E DASH(A, B). To see 
that f. p = 13 E DASH(B, B) we start by applying p to the identity CY.J&I(P) = 
CIY$ to get (recall that P 1 DA = B) 
B(LYA)P(~BA )p(p) = ~(CUA )/3(P) E DC@& BoBA). 
By 2.2 of [6) one has 
t*J#(Q) = tfiB” E T(BRBA, RBA) 
so composition with tB,\ in the above gives 
teAp(p) = P E T(BB, LU?A ) = DASH@, OBA ). 
Using this, the definition of the composition f n p and the homotopy in (i) we get 
f l P = fP(P) = WfM(P) 
= ~HtHRP(fMP) 
= aRa(P(f))fS/d(P) 
= QBwvf))P 
= %dBR 
= tn. 
Since tH is the unit of DASH@?, B) this finishes the proof of 3.5. 
Proposition 3.6. Lar p E DA(A, B) be an epimorphism and a homology isomnr- 
phism. Then p has a homotopy inverse in DASH. 
Proof. E;y Lemma 3.3 we have a split exact sequence in DM 
O-C&A&3-0. q P 
As in the proof of 3.4 there is a contraction “1 : C -+ C with h’ = 0. But then a 
reference to Proposition 2.2 of [6] is sufficie It since apparently (p, p, jhq) is a 
trivialized extension. 
The above finishes the proof of 3.1. 
Remark. This proposition is related to Theorem IV.25 of [4]. Again we kave it to 
the interested reader to make the relationship explicit. 
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